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The Laws of Healing are those which are active in beings through the giving of self to one's
neighbor; but not only a physical or material giving, but through a spiritual and essential giving of
self, in which the being leaves a little of their own vitality to contribute toward those most in need.

The true healer will always be supplied for by God and the day will never come when they will not
be able to give something of themselves to supply someone in need.

The true healer will always seek their sustenance in the Father and, understanding that all things
come from God, they will never feel that they lack anything because what they receive from the
Father returns to His children, and from the children, one day it will return to the Father.

Healing is the balance, the complement, the manifestation of love so that unity among all beings
may occur.

A sick being is in imbalance, they lack something, and it will not always be something physical or
material; many times the illness is the lack of essential energy, of love, of unity with God and with
fellow beings, and healing takes place when this being in need experiences balance and receives
what was essentially lacking, receives love and the divine presence.

Therefore, many times, those who avail themselves to heal feel tired, because they give of
themselves to others so that balance and unity may take place.

The most important thing for a healer is to know how to seek their sustenance in God, that which
they offer to others, and that this movement of the giving of self attracts greater Laws from the
Universe, which supplies those in need, not only with the energy of healing but also with the energy
of Grace, forgiveness, compassion and Mercy so that the wounds that are not physical may also be
closed and the imbalances that always remain invisible may also be healed.

I tell you all this because, in this time, everyone must be healers, through love, prayer, service
and the giving of self.

Humanity as a whole is sick because it lacks love and meaning for its existence, and the healing for
this is to be found within yourselves, in the possibility that human beings have to give of themselves
to others and, thus, build unity with one another and all with God, so that no one lacks anything, and
all are in balance.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


